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Last September, at Apple Expo in Paris, Steve Jobs slammed the
lid down on Mac OS 9 by announcing that as of January, 2003 all
new Macs will only boot into OS X. Under no circumstances will

the new models be able to boot OS 9—that operating system will
not be in the ROMs. At about the same time, in Seybold San
Francisco, James Therrien, Quark’s manager of professional ser-
vices, confirmed that the upcoming version 6 of QuarkXPress will
run on just Mac OS X and Windows—not on Mac OS 9.

Double whammy. And here we are today with no native
QuarkXPress for OS X. According to Quark, version 6 is truly
coming. The unanswered question is, when? Official word from

Denver is that “it is undergoing extensive
testing to meet the quality standards that
Quark users expect and demand.”

So what do you do when you’re in a
time-driven production environment—like
this magazine? 

Option 1: Do nothing. Just keep on
working with QuarkXPress in OS 9 and
hope that all your computers don’t die be-
fore a native version of XPress becomes vi-
able. And viability may be some way off—
test all you want, the initial release of an
application in a new operating system is
still a beta. Also, expect to feel some
processor envy, knowing that OS X users
are working on GHz-class systems with
dual processors, DDR SDRAM, level 3
cache, and advanced graphics cards.

Option 2: Switch to OS X and Adobe
InDesign. Now you’re faced with changing
operating systems and core applications si-
multaneously. And the issues here go well
beyond simple learning time. One of the
main reasons GRAPHIC EXCHANGE hasn’t
switched to InDesign (at least, not yet) is
that almost everyone with whom we net-
work—including advertisers—is still Quark-
based. This choice may be too much to
swallow at once.

Option 3: Switch to Windows—QuarkXPress 5 already runs
natively on Windows XP. Not quite ready for that.

Option 4: Switch to OS X, and run QuarkXPress in Classic,
OS X’s OS 9 emulation mode. 

This transitional option seems the most sensible. Learn OS X

by Peter Dudar

A QuarkXPress file running in CLASSIC MODE, OS X’s emulation of OS 9. At the bottom edge of the screen is
OS X’s Dock, which is essentially a customizable strip of aliases. It replaces the application switcher—launching
apps requires just a single click on the appropriate alias.
OS X’s sleek Aqua environment is run by a PDF-based QUARTZ GRAPHICS ENGINE. And it’s a lively place,
where PDF rendering, anti-aliasing and compositing happen on-the-fly. Unfortunately, QuarkXPress uses the
traditional QuickDraw engine. When you click into Classic, you return to the grittier landscape of OS 9. But at
least you don’t spend all your time there if your XPress workflow is transitional.

QuarkXPress  workf lows 
i n  t r a n s i t i o n  
A veteran QuarkXPress user puts an OS X/Classic workflow to
the test. Find out why he’s sticking with it.



now and continue using QuarkXPress in Classic for the time be-
ing. Then switch to the native version of the application when it
becomes available. However, everything depends on whether
Quark’s performance is problem-free or not.

THE TRANSITIONAL OPTION

What better way to test QuarkXPress in OS X than to actually pro-
duce an article for GRAPHIC EXCHANGE from start to finish? 

So this is it. Prior to starting this article I hadn’t used OS X at
all, so this is written from the perspective of an experienced
XPress user trying OS X for the first time.

For the record, I did most of my testing on two systems: a
500MHz dual processor G4 with just 256 MB of RAM and a 22-
inch CRT display; plus a 1.25GHz dual processor G4 with 512MB
RAM and a 22-inch LCD. The latter is closest to what will be
available in Apple’s higher end OS X-only systems as of January.

During the test period, I first used OS 10.2.1, aka Jaguar, and
then installed the OS 10.2.2 update. And I noticed no appreciable
slowdown using QuarkXPress in Classic compared with OS 9. 

I worked mostly with version 4.11 and to a lesser extent version
5.0, since most users have stuck with the former. Performance dif-
ferences between the two versions were mostly about display is-
sues (see sidebar). All other apps, with the exception of preflight
software and Acrobat Distiller, were OS X native.

WHY DOES QUARKXPRESS RARELY CRASH NOW?

QuarkXPress 4 crashed on me just twice in a month, and reports
from the field seem to back up the notion that Quark is more sta-
ble in OS X Classic mode than OS 9.

The explanation probably has to do with how OS X interprets
Classic. The system bundles everything in Classic into one isolat-
ed process listed in the system’s Process Viewer as “TruBlueEnvi-
ronme”—OS X doesn’t list QuarkXPress separately when it
launches. Applications inter-relate inside TruBlue like they do in
OS 9, so OS X’s protected memory feature doesn’t apply here.
But QuarkXPress is the only application I’m running in Classic
on an ongoing basis. That means conflicts aren’t created by other
applications trying to write to memory which is already in use.

QuarkXPress isn’t dual processor savvy, so one wouldn’t expect
it to gain anything from two CPUs. But in a dual system, XPress
calls on Classic, which calls on OS X—and OS X accesses both
processors. The CPU Monitor shows activity ratcheting up on
both processors when XPress is being used. Two experts with
whom I consulted surmised that Quark gains something from this
environment, but how much is hard to say.

Getting QuarkXPress 4 XTensions to work with version 5 can
be problematic. Getting them to work with Quark 6 will be im-
possible. But getting current XTensions to function in Classic is-
n’t an issue—and that makes sense. After all, if a complex app like
XPress can’t distinguish between OS 9 and Classic, why should
software that attaches itself to the application?

OS X’s Quartz engine and Quark’s implementation of QuickDraw don’t always
mesh properly. If you don’t have a crucial XTension installed, AFTERIMAGES
from other applications frequently persist in the QuarkXPress window. And
sometimes palettes may vanish from view.
Automatrix plc’s Classic Draw XT XTension fixes things by simply forcing the
XPress window to redraw when you go back to the application. CLASSIC DRAW
can be downloaded at no charge from www.automatrix.co.uk/products/~Classic-
DrawXT or www.versiontracker.cm.
In some circumstances, you still may end up with blank swatches onscreen after
scrolling. To fix this, just click on the desktop and then click on the QuarkXPress
window again.
QuarkXPress 5 experiences fewer visual glitches than version 4. And both
versions run cleaner on a newer faster Mac. As a matter of fact, v5 on the
1.25GHz Mac is totally glitch-free.
Tip: If you click to the desktop when a Quark pop-up dialog is active and then
back to XPress, the window will redraw in front of the dialog, making it inacces-
sible. To get at the dialog, double click the title bar to collapse the window.

OS X treats everything in Classic mode, including QuarkXPress, as one isolated
process which is listed in the system’s Process Viewer as TRUBLUE-
ENVIRONME. If XPress is the only application running in Trublue on an ongoing
basis, conflicts can’t be created by other applications which might try to write to
memory that’s already in use.
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FONTS AND FONT MANAGERS

OS X’s built-in font rasterizer works for all font formats, including
PostScript, OpenType, TrueType and dfont (data-fork). It even
supports Windows TrueType fonts. 

But OS X font rasterization doesn’t work in Classic; you need
to install ATM Light (version 4.6.2), the only version that supports
the mode. ATM Deluxe is a no go. But how does one install
ATM Light, an OS 9 utility, in OS X? 

Nothing to it. Click the installer and Classic launches.
OS X is a multi-user system with varying levels of access, so

fonts can end up in a number of places. As in OS 9, there’s a Sys-
tem Fonts Folder (System/Library/Fonts) for default system fonts.
But there are also User Fonts Folders, a Local Fonts Folder, a Net-
work Fonts Folder, a Classic Fonts Folder and even private folders
inside application folders. In OS X, you need a font manager
more than ever.

Adobe Type Manager Deluxe (which I used in OS 9) isn’t be-
ing upgraded to OS X. However, DiamondSoft’s Font Reserve is
being widely adopted within the industry, especially for OS X—so
that’s what I installed. Users switching from ATM Deluxe to Font
Reserve will probably feel like they’re moving up. Font Reserve is
more sophisticated—it provides more font details, sorting options,
filters and preview capabilities, among other functions.

Installation is painless—the process of moving non-essential
fonts out of the System Fonts folders and into the Font Reserve
Vault is automated. Manually adding fonts to FR is just a drag-
and-drop procedure. But all files associated with other font man-

agers have to be removed first.
Beware of one potential problem. Apple’s system apps use a

version of Helvetica called “Helvetica.dfont”, which Font Reserve
removes from the System Fonts folder (System>Fonts>Helveti-
ca.dfont). According to FR, “a good healthy PostScript version of
Helvetica” kept permanently active will do. If OS-related applica-
tions (including Mac Help, Mail and TextEdit) start behaving er-
ratically after the install, use the Font Reserve Browser to check
for multiple copies of the same version of Helvetica in its vault
and delete the duplicates. And make sure that only one version of
Helvetica is running. (An important note: if Adobe Type Reunion
is on your system, make sure it’s turned off in Classic.)

Font Reserve and others are currently lobbying Apple to
switch from the font name “Helvetica” to one that’s not used in
publishing.

An alternative to Font Reserve is Extensis Suitcase, now up to
version 10.1, which uses “Suitcase Bridge” technology to activate
and deactivate fonts in Classic applications (www.extensis.

com/suitcase). And it now includes Morrison SoftDesign’s Font-
Doctor, a handy utility for font problem diagnosis and repair.

Native OS X applications either straddle OS 9 and 10 (Car-
bon), or are hard core OS X (Cocoa). Insider Software’s Font-
Agent Pro for OS X (just released in November) claims to be the
very first Cocoa font manager, with the “most comprehensive fea-
ture set of any font management product ever released.” Check
www.insidersoftware.com/products/fontagentpro/competitive.html for
a comparison chart.

QuarkXPress may be a Classic app, but files RESIDE IN OS X.
Aside from the familiar icon and list views, the Finder now has a
Column view, which defines the hierarchy of its contents from left
to right. Buttons in the attached Toolbar provide instant access to
files, applications, disks and servers. Column view and the Toolbar
are a potent combination for navigating drives with a profusion of
files and folders on them.
OS X is designed as a MULTI-USER ENVIRONMENT and provides
each user with a “Home”, where it’s suggested an individual’s
documents should be saved. Some Mac oldtimers may bristle at
organizing files by these dictates, but this scheme coordinates
with OS X’s advanced navigation. 

(left) The Quark-specific part of the workflow is still managed through familiar CONTROL PANELS.
(right) Entry to the OS X System Folder is verboten; there are no control panels or extensions (and no
extension conflicts). OS X consolidates settings in a SYSTEM PREFERENCES application.
The System Prefs panel provides access to the CLASSIC PREFERENCES panel which, among other
functions, enables users to manually start and stop Classic.
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PRINTERS, NETWORKS AND PERIPHERALS

Double-click a QuarkXPress file, and OS X Classic is launched
and then, in turn, Quark. Press Command-P and the standard
OS 9 Print dialog appears; click Print in the dialog and the alias
for OS 9’s standard Print Monitor pops up in the Dock. Click
Print Monitor and it displays the usual info. To change printers,
go to the Chooser in the Apple menu, as usual.

The joy of all this is that the user really doesn’t need to know a
thing about OS X to open and print from QuarkXPress in OS X.
Classic uses the OS 9 drivers already on the system. If you’re do-
ing a clean install, just add the same ones.

Also, Jaguar comes loaded with OS X PostScript printer de-
scription (PPD) files and inkjet printer drivers; as well, Apple pro-
vides links to drivers coming onstream at www.apple.com/down-

loads/macosx/drivers. OS X recognized my printers (an Apple
LaserWriter and an Epson Stylus Photo) right off the bat. And
note that Apple delivered a major improvement in OS 10.2 by re-
placing the proprietary printer-control system with a comparable
Unix system called CUPS—common Unix printing system.
(More info is available at the source, www.cups.org.)

Printer sharing over an Ethernet network is also a simple exer-
cise. Click Sharing in the System prefs panel, then click Printer
Sharing in the Services tab. That’s it.

And files can now be saved directly in low res PDF using the
standard Print dialog (there’s also an option for PostScript Level 2
ASCII), although creating high resolution PDF files in OS X
must be done through an application that supports this function.  

OS X’s new Print Center app combines two OS 9 functions.
The Printer List dialog box is essentially like the Chooser, and it
automatically assigns PPD files to USB or AppleTalk PostScript
printers when you add printers. And double-clicking the appropri-
ate printer calls up the equivalent of OS 9’s Print Monitor. But
dragging a file to the Print Center alias doesn’t initiate anything—
neither OS X nor Classic support desktop printing.

Jaguar’s PPTP-based VPN client is for those needing access to
a Windows network. To link with Windows file servers just select
“Go to Server” in the Finder’s Go menu, the same procedure
used for networking Macs.

As for general connectivity, all my other peripherals worked
fine with OS X 10.2 (some FireWire drives apparently booted in-
consistently with earlier versions of OS X—that’s been resolved).
My LaCie FireWire drives connected like they should, and the
updated driver for my Agfa scanner worked fine. Same goes for
my CD burner, Jaz drive, USB floppy drive, etc.

But if you use QuarkXPress Passport, note that ADB hardware
keys are not supported in OS X. Rainbow Technologies has an
updated version of its Sentinel Eve 3 driver that works with USB
hardware keys (www.rainbow.com/support/eu_support_ eve3.htm).
Network hardware keys are not usable on a server running OS X. 

WHAT ABOUT THE REST? SHORTCUTS, MENUS,

TRAPPING, PREFLIGHTING AND CREATING PDFs

If you do your own Quark trapping, and you’re worried about OS
X—relax, there’s no problem here. The dialogs are intact, and

Classic applications like QuarkXPress can’t access fonts directly in OS X, so
font managers provide CLASSIC ACTIVATION capabilities. Font Reserve does
this using a Settings alias in the Dock. Make sure that “Turn on when
Classic starts” is selected in the panel. The Settings panel also enables the
user to turn auto-activation on or off.

OS X lets you select an application
to open all files of a specific type.
Just access the “Open with” panel
in the Get Info dialog (Command-I).
This is useful if both QuarkXPress 4
and 5 are installed but you want the
system to launch version 4 when a
file is double-clicked.
If a font or anything else refuses to
be moved or copied, check its
accessibility under “Ownership and
permissions”.

OS X’s built-in FONT RASTERIZER works for all
font formats — but not in Classic. Install ATM
Light (version 4.6.2), the only version that is
supported in this mode. ATM Deluxe is a no go. 
But how does one install ATM Light, an OS 9
utility, in OS X? Nothing to it. Click the installer
and Classic launches.
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trapping works just like it did in OS 9.
Nor is color management an issue; the Color Management

prefs dialog and the dialogs for selecting and editing colors work
perfectly. I had no problems at all with Quark’s command key
functions—F11 still calls up the Style Sheets palette, F12 calls up
the Colors palette and Command-V pastes. Apparently, there
were once issues with pasting between QuarkXPress and OS X,
but I routinely did so between widely disparate applications.

In fact, I couldn’t find anything in the menus that didn’t work.
The Text to Box command converted text into image boxes. Save
Page as EPS still did just that, and the Usage palette displayed
whatever was in use.

I also tested Quark’s Collect for Output and Collect Fonts for
Output, a Font Reserve XTension. Both performed flawlessly.

Not surprisingly, distilling PDFs from QuarkXPress in Classic
was just like doing it in OS 9. Acrobat Distiller is still a Classic
app; Adobe Acrobat 5.0.5 has been Carbonized for OS X.

Preflighting with Markzware’s FlightCheck v4.35, a Classic ap-
plication, also worked just as it does in OS 9—and, to be entirely
diligent, I tested it using the last issue of GRAPHIC EXCHANGE, a
41MB Quark file with close to 2GB of linked images. I simply
dragged the file to the FlightCheck alias in the Dock to initiate
the whole process—couldn’t have been easier.

WAITING FOR QUARKXPRESS 6

Contradictory press reports have been making it tough to figure
out just what kind of an application QuarkXPress 6 will be. At
one point it appeared that the new version might be completely
rewritten for OS X, and in fact, I initially assumed that it would
be a Cocoa app since it will be OS X compatible only. But Quark
corporate communications manager Glen Turpin says that the
new version is not a re-write—QuarkXPress is just being Car-
bonized for OS X.

One thing we know for sure: by moving to a new operating sys-
tem, version 6 will render all current XTensions unusable; Quark
will have to rely on third party XTension developers to expedite
new versions of their software, and prepress workflows will have to
be re-established. Since there will be no QuarkXPress 6 for OS 9,
users of version 6 features will have to work with printers who can
run an XPress 6/OS X production workflow—or circumvent this
gap by going to PDF.

Adobe is obviously trying to exploit the vacuum created be-

tween QuarkXPress 4/5 and version 6. Since so many plug-ins are
included with Adobe InDesign, it’s a more complete, more self-
reliant application right out of the box. And by the time Quark-
XPress 6 is released, Adobe’s InDesign team will have accumulat-
ed over a year of experience in OS X.

Adobe applications like Photoshop, Illustrator and Acrobat
seem to have a stranglehold on much of the workflow, and seam-
lessly integrate with InDesign. And as the popularity of PDF out-
put to print and the web increases, InDesign’s built-in support for
the format could make it increasingly attractive.

So why wait for QuarkXPress 6 when the native OS X version
of InDesign is here now? 

Turpin and QuarkXPress associate product manager Ron Ban-
ister question InDesign’s output reliability, and they promise “at
least one revolutionary feature” in version 6—although they
wouldn’t reveal what it is. Turpin also observes that this is not a
good year to make changes in publishing infrastructure, consider-
ing the downturn in the publishing industry. If you have to make
changes, he contends, QuarkXPress is a safer bet than InDesign.

BUT SERIOUSLY, SHOULD YOU MAKE THE MOVE?

Instructions for prepping OS X Classic for QuarkXPress are short
and sweet: install a font manager and the Classic Draw XTension. 

The only problem specific to XPress is the redraw issue, and
that just affects the display—it doesn’t alter the file in any way.
Depending on which version of XPress and which machine you
use, the XTension either ameliorates or gets rid of the nuisance.

In this new OS X workflow, my sole Classic apps are Quark-
XPress, Markzware’s FlightCheck and Adobe Acrobat Distiller—
the rest are native OS X. And in truth, it is an environment more
stable and efficient than the OS 9 equivalent. 

So, although I appreciate a reluctance on the part of some
Mac users to upgrade to OS X, my experience says that “I’m wait-
ing to make the switch because of QuarkXPress” is an excuse that
just doesn’t hold water. I’m staying with OS X. Clients who re-
quire Quark files will get Quark files—they’ll just be created in
Classic. Sure, I’m keen to see version 6—but I’m not putting the
rest of my life on hold for Quark.

Peter Dudar (e-mail pdudar@rogers.com) is a Toronto creative director and

videographer/filmmaker who has worked with QuarkXPress on a Mac for the

last twelve years.

To select a printer, go to the CHOOSER in the Apple menu, as usual. The
OS 9 drivers are still there. Click Print in the XPress Print dialog, and the
alias for OS 9’s standard PRINT MONITOR pops up in the OS X Dock.

OS X’s PRINT CENTER app combines Chooser and monitor functions. The
Printer List dialog box is essentially like the Chooser, and double-clicking a
printer calls up the equivalent of OS 9’s Print Monitor.




